
Chapter 14 How Rankin “Wiped Out” the “Dirty Rumor” Out 

Hal makes point that this and the WC’s January 22" transcript the most 

disgraceful records in our history ... The Chief Justice and the former Solicitor 

General of the US Rankin). . . .worked zealously not to investigate the crime and 

not to investigate the possibility that Oswald worked for the CIA and/or the FBI. 

(p. 217). They made it clear that if Oswald worked for either agency (or both they 

did not want to know about it. . . That this de facto coup d’etat. They made it 

clear they lived in mortal fear of the FBI... 

Check on Mark Allen’s tickler file in “Breach”. .. .FOR SCADS OF USEFUL STUFF. 

One would be Hoover orders to FBI to prepared dossiers on the Commissioners 

and the staff people. . . and later additional dossiers on staff after the WC Report 

was made public. . . (Check w/ copy of Breach of Trust)... p. 218 

P. 219 Hoover unloads on the Commission. . . .lf Warren referred to the report as 

“skeletal” ... .this was almost praise for this piece of shit. . .CD-1 does not even 

state the cause of death... .it is a disgraceful political diatribe against Oswald. 

See Hoover attack on J. McNaughton who made one criticism of CD-1... P. 219. 

The WC treated CD-1 like the piece of trash it was. .. by not mentioning it at all 

(all 5 volumes). .. and was never cited as a source of evidence in the case. .. 

(more on the fate of CD-1... No treated here... P. 221 

In the record before them they were already decided that Oswald (the lone 

assassin) had worked for the CIA ad the FBI... .They had to know that Oswald (if 

they were interested) had high security clearances as a Marine. Oswald’s military 

occupational specialty (MOS) required a CRYPTO clearance and that required a 

Top Secret clearance. . p. 226. He notes that the info of LHO’s CRYPTO clearance . 

He notes that Hoover asked “Have we at any time, at any place approached 

Oswald to develop him as an informant? Source: signed/ “H” (105-82555-469.) 

p. 230 Hal notes that Allen Sweatt, Chief, Chief Criminal Division, Sheriff's office, 

Dallas, said it was his opinion that Oswald was being paid $200 per month by FBI 

as an informant in connection with their subversive investigations.”



Chapter 14 Rankin Wipes out the Dirty Rumor, p.2 

p. 233 Notes Chief Curry laid out that the FBI had not been forthcoming about 

what it knew about Oswald. . . Curry was forced by FBI (Hoover) to retract what 

he said. . . .which was accurate. Once he did Hoover broke-off all FBI relations 

with Dallas police, even including training (p,233). P. 236 Makes point that Wade 

told FBI on 1/24 meeting that he was aware of allegations that Oswald was 

informant for the CIA and his number was 110669. This was dismissed by Rankin. 

He held only to the phony nos S-172 or S-179. . . (p. 236). He states that the 

virtual omission of the CIA from any investigation was no accident. Rankin knew 

what he was doing. . . Rankin suppressed all mention of the CIA at the 24" 

meeting. . .at this 3 hour conference w/ Rankin and Warren and the Dallas crowd. 

Pages 236ff need to be reviewed if | want to try and make case for Oswald as a 

government asset..... SEPSTT,


